Land Surveying
With a full range of surveying services, we can help your project take shape. From standard
property surveys to 3D laser scanning to high-resolution photography, we have the resources to
provide you with the most accurate deliverables through our focused quality control process.

SBE/MBE
Certification

Now Servicing
The Central U.S.

As a Small and Minority Business
Enterprise (S/MBE) under the
Central CERT Certification
Program, Sambatek can offer
support in obtaining government
projects that have Affirmative
Action requirements.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
ALTA/NSPS
Land Title Survey

Boundary and
Topographic Surveys

Land Descriptions and
Deed Analysis

Sambatek’s professional land
surveyors collaborate with the
client, lender, and title company
to ensure the title company will
issue a Survey Endorsement for the
property transaction by meeting
the MINIMUM STANDARD DETAIL
REQUIREMENTS FOR ALTA/NSPS
LAND TITLE SURVEYS.

Finding property corner
monuments and collecting field
data, so the drawing correctly
represents the site is an art that
Sambatek’s survey crews have
mastered, so our engineers have
the information they need to design
your project.

Sambatek’s team of Professionals
and Technicians are experts at
creating new parcel and easement
descriptions by analyzing and
utilizing the information contained in
previously recorded documents and
applying it to the Public Land Survey
System, Railroad Survey Patents, or
metes and bounds descriptions.

Sambatek.com

A R E A S O F E X PE R T I S E (C O N T I N U E D)
Subdivision Plats

Terrestrial LiDAR

Let the professionals at Sambatek
guide you through the preliminary
and final subdivision process. We
coordinate with the other design
professionals on your team to
ensure your subdivision plat obtains
the appropriate governmental
approvals to be recorded.

Sambatek’s technicians are experts
in terrestrial-based Remote Sensing
Technology, utilizing the Trimble
SX12 Scanning Total Station to collect
the data and using Trimble Business
Center to process it. Capturing
millions of data points in minutes has
many applications, from designing
building additions to the historical
preservation of culturally significant
structures and everything in between.

Corridor Surveys
Our professional surveyors have
years of experience surveying
existing corridors and creating new
corridors for Light Rail Transit, Bus
Rapid Transit, trunk sewer lines, and
overhead utilities. This experience
started with research at the city,
county, and state government agencies
and culminated in setting property
corner monuments along the corridor.

Aeronautical Surveying
Sambatek surveyors have experience
performing boundary surveys,
obstruction surveys, topographic
design surveys, utility mapping, and
high precision control networks
and construction staking at regional
and international airports.

Renewable Energy
Sambatek’s surveyors have been
working in the Renewable Energy
market since the mid-1990s on
projects throughout the United States.
Our services include ALTA/NSPS Land
Title Surveys, topographic design
surveys, easement descriptions,
and construction staking.

Control Surveys
Sambatek’s crew chiefs are
experienced in construction
staking in all situations, from
single-family home developments
to skyscrapers. Our team works
with the engineers, architects, and
contractors to ensure the building
and other site improvements
are built according to plan.

Aerial Utility Fielding
Sambatek’s survey technicians
have years of experience in aerial
utility fielding. Services include data
collection, make-ready assessments,
and constructability reviews.
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